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We are pleased to share the latest of our Special 
Reports with you. 

This report provides an analysis of our portfolio’s 
performance over Q2 2020—a particularly 
turbulent period due to the proliferation of 
COVID-19. 

We have also included details on how our team 
is innovating on behalf of our real estate 
developer clients to keep them at the forefront 
of digital technology in marketing and 
advertising.

If you would like to discuss any of our findings 
with us, please don’t hesitate to reach out to 
your account manager or our leadership team.
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REAL ESTATE SEARCH TRENDS
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Home Buying-Related Searches in the United States

Google’s proprietary data has shown a steady 
increase in home buying-related Google 
searches within the United States since 
COVID-19 began to impact our day-to-day lives 
in mid-March.

In fact, Q2 2020 has seen a significantly 
higher number of home buying searches 
relative to Q2 2019.
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2020 IN REVIEW
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Based on analyses conducted across our entire portfolio, it is clear that COVID-19 impacted website sessions and goal completions 
this spring. However, both sessions and goals have ticked up in June.
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Average Website Sessions                                                                                  Average Goal Completions

* Goals are defined as form submissions, telephone and email link clicks, address link clicks, application link clicks, and floor plan downloads. These actions 
indicate that a user is qualified and actively in the market.

** Data was aggregated across approximately 70 new development websites, inclusive of condo and rental developments, with roughly 50% of those projects 
located in the NYC metropolitan area, 20% located in South Florida, 15% in Los Angeles/San Francisco, and the remaining 15% in Boston/Texas/Chicago.
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Q2 ADVERTISING PERFORMANCE
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Meanwhile, clients who had already been 
running advertising campaigns during 
Q1 were faced with a difficult 
decision—stay the course or go dark?

We advised our clients to continue with 
their campaigns—and the majority of 
them did: around 7 in 10, specifically.

By a significant margin, clients who 
continued advertising during Q2 
outperformed those who cut or paused:

● 87% more website sessions
● 128% more goals

Further, these clients were able to 
attract 193% more new users than those 
that cut or paused advertising.

Continued Advertising
Cut or Paused Advertising Significantly

Average Website Sessions, Q2 2020 Average Goal Completions, Q2 2020

* Goals are defined as form submissions, telephone and email link clicks, address link clicks, 
application link clicks, and floor plan downloads. These actions indicate that a user is 
qualified and actively in the market.
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Q2 ADVERTISING PERFORMANCE: IMPACTING UNPAID CHANNELS
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Clients who continued their advertising in Q2 also saw far stronger performance in unpaid traffic channels, such as Direct, Organic 
Search, and Referral traffic—indicating that advertising campaigns contributed to increased brand awareness and recall. Paid 
campaigns really do reverberate across organic (unpaid) channels.

Average Website Sessions Via Unpaid Channels Average Goal Completions Via Unpaid Channels

Q2: Continued Advertising
Q2: Cut or Paused Advertising Significantly

TAKEAWAY: Clients who continued advertising during Q2 
will enjoy significant advantages in brand awareness and 
recall over their competitors in Q3 and Q4. 

* Goals are defined as form submissions, telephone and email link clicks, address link clicks, application link clicks, and floor plan downloads. These actions 
indicate that a user is qualified and actively in the market.
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LOOKING FORWARD: KEYS TO SUCCESS IN  Q3 & Q4
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As we move into Q3 and approach the fall selling season, we encourage our clients to embrace the 
lessons we’ve learned in Q2 and seize opportunities to differentiate themselves from their competitors. 

Here’s what we are recommending for all clients in Q3 and Q4:

● Produce more marketing content and collateral by leveraging video and virtual technologies. 
We (and our Virtual Toolkit) are here to help you create the materials that your project needs to 
be successful in this online landscape.

● Be assertive with your digital advertising budgets to ensure that your target audiences are 
reached consistently throughout each month and across the entire online ecosystem, 
including Search, Social, Browsers, Apps, YouTube, and industry-specific platforms such as 
StreetEasy. 

○ Our portfolio data from Q2 and historical data (referenced in the Appendix of this report) 
demonstrate how real estate developments can benefit from advertising during 
challenging market conditions.

● Take a full-funnel approach to marketing and advertising by investing in awareness 
campaigns (in addition to conversion campaigns). Even though awareness campaigns don’t 
generate a high volume of direct conversions, they are the best way to bring new people into 
the fold so they can move down the funnel over time and ultimately convert. These campaigns 
are essential to your ability to generate new leads in the medium- and long-term. 

○ Please reach out to your account manager to discuss the benefits of a full-funnel 
approach and find out how we would deploy awareness campaigns for your project.
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LOOKING FORWARD: THE LATEST & GREATEST
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Knightsbridge Park and The Villani Group will continue to innovate on behalf of our clients. We are excited 
to deploy new offerings that will best serve the real estate development community during this challenging 
period (and beyond). Our latest offerings include:

THE COVID-19 RESOURCE CENTER
We have assembled a resource center of key tools to help guide the real estate industry through this 
tumultuous time, including our Virtual Toolkit, Special Reports (just like this one!), and a curated News & 
Resources feed. Sign up here to access these materials and be the first to receive updates.

BESPOKE MULTIMEDIA ADVERTISING PACKAGES
Media consumption has changed significantly as a result of COVID-19, and we are working extremely closely 
with media outlets and publishers to develop customized placements and packages that reach HNWIs 
through virtual event activations, OTT & Connected TV campaigns, and COVID-sensitive geotargeting.
 
CREATIVE SERVICES
Our team’s strategists, photographers, videographers, and graphic designers are innovative storytellers with 
a passion for making your project stand out in a creative, artful, and unique way—across both organic and 
paid media. You can see our work in action here.

LINKEDIN MANAGEMENT
We are tapped into LinkedIn’s premium offerings, allowing us to develop and deliver dynamic client 
campaigns to highly qualified target segments. We provide innovative solutions that fuel new development 
sales and achieve business goals.

If you would like to discuss any of our findings with us, please don’t hesitate to reach out to your account 
manager or our leadership team.
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APPENDIX: ADVERTISING IN A RECESSION INCREASES MARKET SHARE
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*Source: PIMS – The Profit Impact Marketing Strategy Database

Our portfolio data from Q2 (found on pages 5 and 6), 
as well as historical data from previous recessions, 
tells us how valuable and effective advertising can 
be, even amid challenging market conditions.  
Looking back to the 1980-1982 recession:

● Companies that increased advertising gained 
the most once the recession ended (+16%).

● Those that maintained spend grew their 
market share by 10%. 

● Those that cut spend ended up with the 
lowest growth in market share (+7%).

GROWTH IN LONG-TERM MARKET SHARE*


